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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MEDIA HOUSE

• MISA-Zambia is based in the capital city,
Lusaka. It is an advocacy based NGO which
exists to promote and defend freedom of
expression and press freedom. The mandate
of MISA-Zambia is to promote a sustainable,
non-partisan, independent, plural and
diverse media that informs and empowers
society, promotes democracy and good
governance. Furthermore, the organization
has been involved in a number of activities
ranging from media advocacy, research,
media monitoring, training and community
sensitization workshops that promote
integral and sustainable media development.

• MISA Zambia has a secretariat currently with
seven members of staff comprising of the
National Director, three programme officers
and two assistants . Four men and three
women.

• MISA Zambia is part of the COE since 2009. 

Photograph/graphics/ scans/map that will 
highlight some of the information in the 
description
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Your submission 

• With 70% of the Zambian population being in 
the rural areas, community radio has proved 
to be an important source of information for 
the rural population. It is actually considered 
as a tool for social change. 

• There I undertook a project in training of 
community radio stations in gender and 
social accountability. A training module was 
first developed before  embarking on the 
trainings in rural community radio stations. 

• I  strongly hold the belief that through 
constant positive messages and education on 
issues of gender on community radio 
stations, we are able to change society. And 
it can not be done better other than first 
training the communicators and to have 
deliberate gender education programmes on 
radio week -in- week-out. 

The activities and programmes of community
radios provide further meaning to
decentralization and local governance. It is an
appropriate medium which can facilitate an
interface between those in the local authority
and the people in the community. The interactive
sessions provided by the stations for local
authorities to explain government policies and
programmes are a clear case of the promotion of
accountability and transparency. If used
effectively, community radio offers people in the
community an opportunity to question certain
actions and commissions of authorities through
“listeners’ comments” sessions, means of
collating feedback from listeners. For instance,
parliamentarians and other leaders in those
communities can be held accountable because of
radio broadcasting.
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HOW DOES YOUR SUBMISSION CONTRIBUTE 
TOWARDS ACHIEVING THE 28 TARGETS OF THE SADC 

GENDER PROTOCOL?
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PROTOCOL TARGET COUNCIL ACTIONS

Gender shall be mainstreamed in all
information, communication and
media policies and laws.

Women and men shall be given
equal voice in the media.

Programmes for, by and about 
women will increase and gender 
stereotypes shall be challenged in 
the media. 

Women’s will have equal 
representation in all areas and at all 
levels of media work.



Background 
 Community radio stations have proved to be an important source of

information for the rural population. However, community radio is grappling
with a myriad of challenges; critical among them is the lack of media training
and skills required to competently report on various issues. Most of the staff at
community radio stations have not been through formal media training and are
usually employed straight from high school. One of the challenges of this
situation is that there is no depth in reporting specialized areas such as gender
and governance issues.

 Community radio offers a model of radio beyond commercial and public
service, since it serves geographic communities interest’. Community radio
stations are owned, driven and run by communities they serve and the content
is relevant to the local audience. Generally programmes are produced by the
community, with focus on local concerns and issues.

 This strengthens local culture and reflects the local ownership of the station. It
becomes a forum for a wide diversity of opinions and views. Community radio
can play a significant role at the grassroots level for rural development.

 We believe that community radio stations should see themselves not just as
conveyors of information and education on various issues, but also as
facilitators of community development and good governance. Further, they
should see their communities not as receivers of the information they
broadcast but as active participants in the governance and development
processes of their communities.
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Objectives 

AIMS

 To strengthen the role of the media in advancing gender
equality

 To enhance the capacity of the CRSs to report on issues of
governance

 To increase accountability of leaders

OBJECTIVES

 To strengthen the capacity of CRSs to facilitate dialogue and
action on issues of gender

 To create space for grassroots communities to participate in
governance and hold duty-bearers accountable

 To enhance ethical conduct and good internal governance
of community radio stations enhanced
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Targets 

• The project targeted 18 
community radio stations 
representing all the provinces 
of the country.

• Ninety (90) media 
practitioners from eighteen 
(18) community radio stations 
in Zambia were targeted to be 
trained in skills on programme 
and documentary production, 
audio editing and reporting 
gender and governance issues.  
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Process

 Training was conducted in six zones of the
country. Each training involved three CRSs
with 15 participants, five from each CRS.
(Eastern province, Northern, Central,
Southern, Copper belt, Lusaka provinces)

 One CRS will be used as a training Centre for
the practical aspect of the training in each of
the six zones

 The theoretical aspect of the training was
conducted from a conference hall.

 The training workshops were preceded by
development of a training module

• Photo 
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Feedback 

• Dear Mr Muzungu,

Firstly, I would like to thank you for having included us on the list
of participasnts to the training workshop which you jointly organized
with the UNDP in Kasama last November.

Besides enhancing reportage on gender based issues, participants to
the workshop from our Radio station also gained a lot in terms of how
well to collaborate with the community in eradicating GBV, both at
work place and household level.

They also got exposed to various ways in which they can have their
gender related grievances addressed such as going to the Victim
Support Unit (VSU) especially if the GBV is at household level,
appealing to the labour officer or taking the matter to court if the
GBV concerns work, engaging parents with teachers or the labour
officer if it is child abuse and so on.

But most important, the participants have greatly improved in handling
live phone -in programmes and documenting GBV related cases, thereby
promoting gender balance in all walks of life.

This means enhancing good governance at all levels of society which
will in turn trigger balanced development in that people everywhere
are enlightened on their rights and as such, actively participating in
all national programmes.

As a result of this, there is creation of a peaceful and balanced society.

Mr, Muzungu, we look forward to similar programmes in future.

Regards

Emmanuel Chibulu
STATION MANAGER-LUAPULA RADIO

Greetings from Kasempa Community Radio Station and its my hope that you 
traveled well from Solwezi.

I thought I will be failingibn my duties if I did not write to appreciate the 
opportunities you gave our station for both the Strategic and Gender workshops. It 
was really an eye opener to my colleagues and myself. We really appreciate that 
we were included for the training.

Kindly also send me the template for the community radio constitution together 
with the contacts for Mr. Mubita. We will be meeting this month end as the radio 
to our strategic plan following the workshop and also the Gender policy.

Good day.
Nyambe
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Follow up 

• As a way of monitoring implementation, CRSs 
will be required to submit detailed narrative 
quarterly reports to show the impact i.e. the 
developments seen as a result of the 
programmes aired. The CRSs will also be 
required to attach the minutes of the 
consultative meetings held to identify critical 
issues of governance and gender in the 
communities, prior to the commencement of 
radio programmes. The radio programmes 
aired by the CRSs should reflect the training. 
The following will be required to be 
submitted by the CRSs; 

• CDs of the phone in talk show programmes 
broadcast. CDs of the documentary 
programmes broadcast weekly   

• Evaluation has not been done yet. The first 
implementation evaluation will be done by 
the end of April 2013 
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